
EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT AND

TEAM COACHING
In the midst of disruptive and accelerated change, leaders have to

 make promises to investors, employees and customers. 

      

Growth River's Executive Leadership Development & Team
Coaching provides a solution that ensures leaders and their teams 
can deliver on these promises.



CHANGE LEADERSHIP IS A
KEY COMPETENCY
Today's business environment has increasingly become one of highly
disruptive and accelerated change. To keep pace, leaders must
continually assess, develop, or otherwise acquire the necessary
competencies to achieve their strategic intent.

To lead change effectively, all the linkages in
any team or enterprise, such as those that
exist between leadership style, business
culture, strategies, and operations, need to
be optimized — often simultaneously. The
competency to do this is change leadership.
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"I've worked with

Growth River for more

than 15 years in some

very complex

and politically volatile

business environments,

including post-merger

integrations and

turnarounds. If  you are

looking for change

leadership experts to

work with you through

the toughest challenges,

there is no better choice

than Growth River."

   Michael Tease, CEO, AMG



ABOUT GROWTH RIVER

CLIENTS

www.growthriver.com 1.800.246.0054| info@growthriver.com|

Over the past two decades, Growth River has developed, coached and

provided skill-based training for companies, big and small, all over the 

world. Our focus is always on how to systematically scale businesses, 

developing leaders and their teams.

Through this work, we have established a change leadership executive

coaching program grounded in action with a systematic methodology. 

This methodology offers a shared language and behaviors for leaders 

to acquire and strengthen their competencies and capabilities for 

organizing and leading change within team-based organizations.



APPROACH
The Growth River approach is grounded in a proven methodology that
includes  a comprehensive capability assessment and coaching process.
We focus on results, pinpointing the specific mindset, behavioral,
operational and strategic success factors needed to produce measurable
growth and change. That's simply how highly effective business cultures

Growth River's Executive Leadership Development & Team Coaching
Programs provide pragmatic, results-oriented approaches to accelerate
the individual leader's ability to create buy-in, overcome resistance and
align teams on the journey to higher performance.

CHANGE
LEADERSHIP
COACHING TYPICALLY
CAN FOCUS ON, THE
FOLLOWING AREAS

Active listening / Influencing / Decision-Making / Conflict Resolution Skills
Building High Performance & Collaborative Teams
Strategic Focus & Alignment
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are created.

Self-Awareness & Self-Management
Collaboration & Delegation
Presentation Skills
Executive Presence



Provide accurate and unbiased channels for feedback
Inform, encourage, support and confront when necessary
Serve as an objective and confidential trusted advisor
Translate tested behavioral and business principles into pragmatic
roadmaps for change
Keep the focus on changing and sustaining observable leadership impact

THE GROWTH RIVER
EXECUTIVE COACHING PROCESS
Growth River coaches enable leaders to reach inwardly, self-assess, shift,
and then have a positive impact outwardly. It is a development journey 
that employs the latest coaching approaches to explore possibilities, 
objectively assess leadership development needs, monitor progress and 
ensure that the change is sustained. 

GROWTH RIVER PROVIDES
EXECUTIVES WITH HIGH IMPACT
COACHING TAILORED TO THEIR
INDIVIDUAL NEEDS AND
THOSE OF THEIR
ORGANIZATION. OUR SKILLED,
SENIOR-LEVEL COACHES:
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1. Pre-Program

The Growth River Coach meets with HR and/or the manager of the
coaching candidate to discuss the developmental opportunities, 
specific desired outcomes, roles and responsibilities.

2. Contracting

A meeting with the coaching candidate, manager and HR gatekeeper
confirms their mutual understanding of the engagement and
identifies the candidate's initial developmental goals and targets. The
candidate,  the manager, HR, and the coach reach alignment on
confidentiality and desired outcomes.

3. Assessment

360° Interviews are conducted with key stakeholders. Assignments or
supporting materials are reviewed collaboratively with the coaching
candidate to establish and align on developmental goals and
performance targets to determine what success would look like.

The coach may offer tools to assess the candidate's leadership skills to
optimize their development and action plan.

After the 360° - Assessment has been completed, an Assessment
Summary highlight the strengths to sustain, and areas for improvement
and development.

Actions are presented to candidate to compliment already
established development goals and performance targets.
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4. Feedback

The Growth River coach then meets with the coaching candidate 
to review and discuss the Assessment Summary, align on key
development areas and create a Development and Action Plan. 

     This plan is a critical output of this meeting, summarizing the 
candidate's strengths, development needs and an outline of the 
proposed coaching plan. 

     The candidate will write this initial draft and  finalizes their plan  
with his or her coach before presenting to their manager  
and/or HR Stakeholder for alignment and approval.

5. Coaching

Typical coaching assignments last six to nine months. The recommended
guidelines for the number and duration of coaching sessions is twice
monthly, ranging from ninety minutes to two hours in duration.
Ongoing coaching activities include:

Provide accurate and unbiased channels for feedback
Inform, encourage, support, and confront when necessary

Serve as an objective and confidential trusted advisor

Translate tested behavioral and business principles into pragmatic
roadmaps for change

Keep the focus on changing and sustaining observable workplace
impact

During the coaching assignment, the coach has the following
responsibilities:

Provide support in executing the development and action plan through
ongoing coaching activities. Prepare and submit Quarterly Reviews to
the appropriate parties, if desired. The purpose of the Quarterly Review 
is to summarize coaching activity to date, surface key development 
issues and evaluate progress against developmental objectives.



6. Closure

Progress against the developmental plan is measured. Final coaching
conversations are designed to bridge the leader to the future — to
continue the learning journey once the formal coaching assignment is
completed.

High-performing leaders are often referred to as Corporate Athletes and
always seeking to take their game to the next level. If that is your focus
and commitment to yourself, we would look forward to working with
you. Please reach out to us to discuss what is possible for you or those
you lead.
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“I wanted to share that you have given me a powerful lens for my 
business thinking. I use the concept of primary constraint regularly to 
help me think about what is next for me or for others who ask for my 
counsel. It is not limited to the primary constraint, but extends so much 
more. I feel much more confident because of your coaching. 
Confident as I have a new way of thinking and acting.”

  Cliff Pollan, former CEO, Sococo, Postwire, Lumigent Technologies


